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Abstract: Following the success of cochlear and visual prostheses, several exciting cortical prostheses applications are likely to emerge in the near future. The neural interfaces required for the success of such next generation brain prostheses will have to be reliable, adaptive, multi-functional, able to facilitate neural regeneration and plasticity and also be plug-and-play. This talk will focus on our efforts at achieving some of the above objectives using MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems), robotics, and gene delivery technologies. We report here the results of our Brain-bot neural interface technology that can adapt its position post-implantation in the brain to maintain proximity with single neurons to increase the reliability, quality and longevity of neuronal recordings. The second half of my presentation will focus on the neural interface motif in the context of functional genomics studies. The overall aim is to develop neural interfaces capable of transfecting exogenous molecules such as siRNAs, plasmids or proteins into targeted neurons. We present our efforts at designing and developing high-throughput living neuron arrays on bio-chips (on silicon, glass/ITO and quartz substrates) that can simultaneously (i) achieve reliable transfection of genetic constructs into precisely targeted neurons and (ii) perform careful assessment of changes in the electrophysiological phenotype of individual neurons. Funded by NIH (R21NS041681, R21NS051773, R01NS055312, R01NS055312S1), Whitaker foundation, DARPA and Arizona Biomedical Research Commission.
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